SANTA ROSA QUILT GUILD
December Block of the Month
due January 3, 2013

LOG CABIN STARS

This makes a 12-1/2” square unfinished block

SUPPLIES LIST

Various red Christmas
Color 1 needs 2 strips of fabric 1-1/2” x width of fabric (WOF) (generally 42” of usable fabric after selvedges are removed)

White on white
Color 2 needs 2 strips of 2-1/2” x WOF
PREPARING THE PIECES AND SEWING THE BLOCK

From your two strips of Color 1 fabric cut one each of the strips shown at left...

Then from your two strips of Color 2 fabric cut one each of the strips shown at left.
Working clockwise around the center (Color 2 2-1/2”) square, with a scant 1/4” seam, first add a Color 1 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” strip. Press out the seam and add the next longest Color 1 strip (3-1/2”) to the bottom of that. Press out the seam and add the shortest Color 2 strip (3-1/2”) to the left side. Press out that seam and add the next longest Color 1 strip to the right side…and continue in this manner, adding longer and longer strips clockwise until all strips have been added.